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Batman, Vol. 3: Death of the Family review
While the Joker wreaks havoc around Gotham, he is not fighting alone. The poison has been altered to leave victims frowning, and a clue leads
Batman to Ace Chemicals where he first encountered the Joker. The Joker is back and somehow more sinister than ever! Details if other :. Open
Preview See a Problem? What a strange rule! After having his face sliced off, The Joker makes his horrifying return Batman: Death of the Family
Volume 3 Gotham City; shaking Batman to his core! Be careful what you ask for because Snyder just might deliver and creep the living bejesus
out of you with it. No fun. It just seems silly after a while. Other than that I'm in love with the New 52 Batman series. To paraphrase Heath
Ledger's Joker, this truly is a collision between an unstoppable force and an immovable object. At the beginning of the TV series was thought that
The Riddler would be the main arch-villain, since obviously he was the closer thing to an intellectual match for Batman, and because of that, The
Riddler was the first villain to be used on the pilot episode. Review "This is a book you need to read. This was a particularly brutal and violent
episode with the return of Batman's archnemisis. The Joker had a scheduled meeting with the villain known a. Anyway, painful jokes aside, I can
see why this would be considered a classic. Audible Download Audio Books. Greg Capullo. And of course, it backfires in a major way. Aug 04,
Ivan rated it it was amazing Shelves: superhero-comicsgraphic-novels. Incomplete There's something missing here. A 1 New York Times
bestseller! I mean, I really liked it when it first came out, but when you read it in close to one sitting - it's a fantastic Joker story. View all 23
comments. Stunning story by Snyder and the legendary artworks. Batman: Death of the Family Volume 3 that right? This is a must read collection.
View all 3 comments. The Batman: Death of the Family Volume 3 ends the only way it can with Batman defeating Joker — Batman: Death of the
Family Volume 3, brilliantly, Joker still has the last laugh. He's just a man who fell in a vat of chemical waste. Any time I read his parts I read them
in Mark Hamill's voice. He killed Robin. What would I do without you? Batman: Futures End 1. Error rating book. With callbacks to other Joker
stories and bits of Batman lore as well as one of the darkest and most violent schemes since the The Killing JokeSnyder has delivered an instant
classic that will probably go down as one of the great Batman tales. Joker is far too powerful in this book - Joker manages to do everything right in
this book to an uncanny degree. View all 8 comments. Batman: The City of Owls - Vol. There's something vaguely pitiful about it too. Jan 09,
Cheese rated it it was amazing. Tags Add. Because I think Bruce should have been standing in the skating rink with a white veil instead of Babs. It
begs to have been something much longer and more contemplative. Blasted though volumes 1 and 2 and loved them. Batman: Year One. The
Joker tries to find a way to turn Batman against his family Nightwing, Robin, et al. It works as a good story of Batman with allies because they're
the main targets but also as Batman as the loner because h I read this in singles when it was first published a few years ago, but it's only re-reading
it now in a collected format that I appreciate how good Batman: Death of the Family Volume 3 is. And certainly he became so popular in the 70s
that he got even his own comic book series, with a brief publication life, but certainly the first villain to get his own comic book title. Um, before I
start, Kat, Anne and everyone else This is the joker when he is at his most psychotic and it honestly makes for a intersting and fun read. How can
Batman protect his city and those he's closest to? The New Most gory and disturbing Joker story ever. We've seen that quite a bit over the years.
Katie Kubert. Scott Snyder wrote one dark, fucked up Joker story, and I loved it!
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